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People In The Clouds
Eylul Oktay

Do the people in the clouds ever wonder what’s below,

All the chaos and the pain and the feelings we don’t show?

Do the people in the clouds know they’re at peace,

How those on the ground want to be released?

Do the people in the clouds know they’re the stars in the sky?

The destination of those who wish to fly?

Do they know the secrets to the eternal universe?

Were they the ones who imposed on us a curse?

Do they know that inside us, jealousy still burns?

But we were never really part of their concerns.

And when we can no longer stand the crowds,

Do they know that we look at the people in the clouds?
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Blue Jay
Sera Hamilton



golden trees (nature’s fortune)
Rori Stanford

ever notice
how the tips of the tints of 
the leaves
turn a shade of luxe?

priceless—
better than gold
and makes me richer, too

as they melt,
perfection into not

floating
down
to the ever endless
ground
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Scale
Esai Jacobson

Hallway

They mill about, chatting about their weekends,

in an evermore complicated dance of bragging and

humility. 

“I stayed up so late last night,” they’ll say. 

“I had so much homework.”

They ask each other questions, 

waiting not for an answer,

but, for when it’ll be their turn to speak. 

But, when I walk down this hallway,

I am not there at all.

I’m in the ceiling.

Sometimes I bang on tiles, and 

sometimes, I sit quietly. Sometimes

I scratch and chip at them, humming while

I work. 

But always,

they are too strong to let me fall. 

Elizabeth Rutenberg
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Sunken Summer

Dawn breaks later as the breeze sets in,

T-shirts now hoodies, October can begin,

Ghouls and goblins lurk just ahead,

Jumping into leaves but not cool enough for a sled.

And all the same, we rejoice in a season beloved,

As we look around we realise this wasn’t what it was,

Though our smiles may be covered our hearts lay open,

After nearly 2 years our spirits have awoken.

Though not hand in hand, we are united as one,

Our lives were on pause but were not done,

For we take to the streets once more,

Not contained to our bedroom, not locked behind the front door.

So if  our shrieks are louder or laughs more intense,

Please excuse us, we realize we’re blessed.

So calling all of  those who have risen from the bottom,

The time is now, enjoy your Autumn!

Cheyanne Williams

Grounded
Esai Jacobson
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The Graveyard
Eylul Oktay

The little girl takes walks through the yard,
And digs up large holes which seem very hard.
But she stays there all night and up till dawn,
And by the morning all the holes are gone.

The girl doesn’t go to the school or the park,
So nobody quite knows what she does after dark.
But she’s been spotted carrying large forms at hand,
She puts them in the holes in the land.

She’s pale and fragile but her lips are blood red,
And ever since she’s come there have been countless dead.
But she merely makes a collection,
Out of a peculiar selection.

And years after she had left,
It was revealed, all the secrets she kept.
How she buried the bodies within an abandoned home
How she’d rather stay with the dead than be left alone.

She later left with a drastic change in mind.
But all would stare at the yard she’d left behind.
For under those holes was something very grave, they explained,

So the “graveyard” was the name that they gave.
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Heaven
Tai Nakamura

Read in pianissimo - “once upon a time…”

spring

It was not in one place, but was wherever    
something touched the edge of the universe.   
Grotesquely oozing out beyond the leaves was 
an intense green which (without any entropy) 
had come out of its plant shell unperturbed and 
pristine. The birds were singing all in tune 
(suddenly synchronizing with the broken organ 
in the background - it was an ancient madrigal, 
of material sound but more about the idea, the 
essence of people dancing or the cold air inside 
an empty room or annelids trying to talk but 
failing). The sky was the heavy atmosphere, so 
overbearing and so blue.
The sky, 
so overbearing and so blue,
seemed to push down the freedom which emanated 
from every which way, 

pushing down.

the freedom, pushing with immense pressure.

Ah! Freedom cried weakly. Freedom is always free 
but it does not exist here.

_______________________________________________

An ant happened upon the forest.
The trees started whispering within their  
wordless existence.
The trees started watching within their vision-
less existence.

MEANWHILE,
the ant looked around innocently and contin-
ued upon its journey. It did not realize this, 
but the ant was single-handedly keeping the sky 
- a heavy Victorian chandelier of sorts - from 
touching down.
O Forest,
with its life among more life, too much life 
that it’s all too mundane, all too death-
like...

The edge of the universe moved ever so   
slightly.

The ant, excruciatingly losing the           
impossible battle, started to see a charging 
mass of liquid.

Would the sky detonate?

This heavy liquid now had the ant completely 
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submerged. Both slowly disappeared into the ground.
The green, mellifluous as ever, was unchanged.    
Absolutely
beautiful

Where were we?

_______________________________________________

A child of about four walked in. He seemed to be 
looking for somebody, but his hands could only 
separate the indecisive miasma around him, which    
always reintegrated swiftly to block his way    
forward but made way when he started walking.
Finding something he walked up to a tree. He then 
cautiously sipped on his tiny cup of warm milk.

The tree embraced-(not quite)- encapsulated him, 
not without a sense of foreignness, but then again, 
without any xenophobic resistance. The child stood 
there for a while, directing his greyly inanimate 
eyes to somewhere in the distance.

The boy emerged out of the darkness, now an adult 
of about twenty-five, neck bent downwards and cheeks 
sunken. He was cloaked in a shirt with sleeves too 
long and faded stripes. Coughing weakly and still 
without expression, the man contemplated the tree.
It kept shedding green. They were not tears.
The man disappeared into the foreground.

All that remained were his coughing and some 
resonant harmonies from the organ. They matched 
completely with each other, musically or not.
The forest waited, 

waited;

to welcome another
lost child.
________________________________________________

The organ abruptly stopped playing.
________________________________________________

Amidst this heavy silence, a theremin       
started wailing. It sounded like Messiaen’s          
Oraison, but it was not. (Any artifact of the 
human imagination would invariably be murdered 
by the knife-edge air.)

The birds sang gospel. Cecil Taylor played.   
Seventeenth notes fluttered everywhere. All music 
mixed together… (pause)

Was this when a human knew music, touched the 
edge of the?...

universe.
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Now the music was terribly blended, a lurid, 
sweet drone over the unmoving yet cascading 
landscape:

The sky was so blue that it was black.
The forest was so starving, so wanting to    
digest consciousness and ideas and 
inspiration and memory and religion and 
music and life and everything and rendering 
them 
completely inert.
_______________________________________________

The theremin now was a ghost. Insects crawled 
out. Fireworks lit up the sky, so blue and so 
black. Atomic windows opened suddenly in the 
diseased instrument:
decomposition. The faded gray of the         
antennas kept oscillating, blending in with the     
friction from the insects’ wings. Suddenly the 
theremin caved, creating a crater, where green     
started flowing out. More rapid, more yellow - 
now    orange - no, yellow.

autumn

The birds fell silent.
The ground swelled up, then stomped down, cre-
ating waves that shook the trees. Or was the 

tree still and everything else shaking… for 
the trees could not and would not move, only     
whisper…
A cloud fell onto the theremin, voraciously 
feasting on its insides. Insects flew up into the 
sky, and took the cloud’s place. All this, 
without sound - only the chattering of an old 
film moving
not against
anywhere
The sound of death.
_______________________________________________

Old men and old women were marching in a line. 
They looked youthful, but all of their gaits were 
identical, devoid of any jubilant character. 
Their eyes, too, were eerily locked, almost like 
the lost child but not even desolate. Beginning 
to recite Sylvia Plath backwards, over and over 
again, without meaning.
They disappeared into the background.

The green was sucked into the sky. The lush     
forest was now an obscure navy shadow of itself.
Winter.
________________________________________________

The old men and old women were still marching. 
They disappeared into the background and 
reappeared into the foreground, then disappeared 
and reappeared and disappeared and reappeared 
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and and and and.... and...
Had they touched the edge of the universe, or had 
the edge of the universe eaten them?

(Both or neither)

They were the choir, singing the madrigal.
_________________________________________________

The sky has collapsed.
(pause)
_________________________________________________

The organ started playing once more.
The boy walked in, with his sleeping brothers and 
sisters chained invisibly to him. There were now 
even more children. Even more.

Amassing…

It was SUMMER now, and the birds were 
obnoxiously loud. The green filled up the world, 
so much so that it flirted with the blue in the 
sky. It was not love, but a sense of 
self-contained turmoil that lacked direction.
Rain fell from the ground, flooding the sleeping 
children. The boy-adult swam off into the 
distance. The insects dove, buzzing, pulling out 
a theremin from the bog. Frogs jumped out of it, 

singing glory. There were no tadpoles. 
Unperturbed by the presence of the liquid, the 
marching elders kept singing the same chord, 
same chord, same, same,

same.

And the… The Sky, so overbearing and so blue 
(black)(blue)(blue)(black)(blue).

A frog croaked.
The sky would keep falling and would keep 
standing up / until the edge of the universe was 
not the edge of the universe anymore. Which was 
forever.

THE END
________________________________________________

epilogue, An oil (in the literal sense. Lipids

were dripping from each gravestone) painting of 
a cemetery fell to the ground.
Nightfall, finally, on the edge of the universe.
The annelids could talk now. But they didn’t.
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heaven (a response, of sorts)
Ji Echo Qiu

there was no sunset or rise
the plain eons old of sky, sun seeping skin.
baby blue, the baby cries
tear down flushed pink chubby cheek
blood down cement scraped knee.

the baby would grow
slow. every year an inch closer to the blue day
and black night. reaching for fiery stars that burned
too bright. the sun is a son,
of sorts.

stopping now—

the baby is still five. and the baby is ten-five.
in church pews and stiff clothes he learns
how to pray. how to be saved.
the church choir plays
an out of tune piano. screech of amateur violins.
and his own voice singing. loud.

and his own voice, panting quiet.
gasping behind pews.
another boy beneath him. another christian-
a son not to be saved.

edging now. and exploding,
a coming of age to the edge
of the universe. heaven

no sunlight seeped through those stained glass windows.
there was no god (God?) here.

silence exists in monospace, and is expelled
when the baby cries. in serif now— the baby
becomes vegan. his own religion.
no longer christian.

the vegan steps on a bug, and
hungers for meat.
he picks up the carcass, and bites the corpse.
blood down cement scraped knee.

his own religion, a failure.
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no longer vegan.

the baby cries. in hell:

books about sylvia plath for sale. a few cents, the widow 
says.
he buys it. and he cannot understand.
but the gas oven stays in its place forever and ever and 
ever…

the gas oven. but the sun is warmer.
seeping into skin. a lifetime’s happiness glowing
in five (or ten-five?) minutes. heaven is on
Earth.

Piano
The bright sunlight filled the room,
And your magical piano filled the air.
I danced on the warm floor with my feet bare,
As you were sitting on your fancy chair.

Your piano wasn’t the only sound I could hear,
The hissing sound of the tanks was there too,
The way it hissed back when I was way past two,
Had the doctors saying you were doomed.

Yes! Yes! I remember!
Mom and Dad had carried you to the car,
Happy the doctor’s wasn’t far,
But you’re still the way you are.

Mom and Dad aren’t here right now,
And your music slowed down.
You sounded like a train and had a big frown,
I still danced around.

The keys then slammed,
The music stopped,
Your head had dropped,
On your piano.

Anel Mata-Payerro
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Names and Nations
Lukas Tegge
Who am I but a man in a nation?
All have told me I am but one small cog.
Why were we against the French sensation?

Didn’t they stand for our population?
Am I more than just some clay and some smog?
Who am I but a man in a nation?

I have worked for no great compensation.
Is there more to me that I can’t see in this fog?
Why are we now for the French sensation? 

I have no family to call for my creation.
All are dead or now fighting for a bog.
Who am I but a man in a nation?

I need no past to create present sedation. 
I need no tricolor flag from Bordeaux to Prague.
I need no great nation nor sensation.

I will be my own, more than a crown’s taxation.
I am myself with my glory and slog. 
Who am I but a man in a nation?
I’m a man who fights for my sensation.

Mariam Ali
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Under the Canopy
Mudasir Ali
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to myself:
Tai Nakamura

are a
victim of my imagination, my imagination are
a victim of
(like a prayer)    I AM A VICTIM OF MY IMAGINATION.
I AM A VICTIM OF MY IMAGINATION.
I AM A VICTIM OF MY IMAGINATION.
I AM A VICTIM OF MY IMAGINATION.
I AM A VICTIM OF MY IMAGINATION.
of victim, a
are imagination, my imagination
my, of victim
a are
who are a victim of my imagination, my imagination are a victim
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Six am, sixty degrees.
Yael Blaiberg

conversations
Stacey Na

breath,
petrichor
and of fresh morning dew

on sunday’s laundryline
is your nice gesture hung 
by a baby blue clothespin

wrung a damp-dry
and wrinkled

soapy water seeps
into the green grass 

and the wilting flowers
below
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Sunset on the Highway
Jisae Son

Driving at Sunset
Jisae Son
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The Corner Café
Heba Mohamed

It was a dark and drenched night
I was trying to find safety from the light

The light that lit the entire sky
No one was outside on the streets, dry

Nothing was seen two feet ahead of me
And soon I knew I had to flee

I started running down the street
Where the intersection would meet

A couple of stores stood ahead
“The Corner Café,” one of them read

The corner coffee shop captured my eye
But to this day I do not know why

Hesitating no more 
I ran towards the door

Where I was greeted by a man with a hot cup of 
coffee

And even a mini-block of chocolate toffee

I followed him down the hall
Where a door appeared, not too tall

As the door opened, I observed the room
Chairs, tables, and a strong smell of fume

I sat and drank my coffee all alone
Watching everyone scroll through their phone

I finally felt safe and warm
Away from the vicious storm Fireside

Greta Jennings
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